Limonium sinuatum is commonly known as Statice. Statice can be found in the wild as a small annual plant in the Mediterranean meadows and marshes on sandy and often saline soils.

"NOT THE FIRST PLANT SOMEONE WOULD PICK TO USE AS A CUT FLOWER."

Through intensive breeding for many years, Royal Van Zanten has developed Statice into the Sun Birds® collection with long, heavy and sturdy stems and long-lasting flowers. The Sun Birds® collection is available in a wide range of colours.

We are pleased to introduce our new varieties.
BLUEBELLE SUN BIRDS®

- colour: blue
- spike length: very large
- length: 95/75
- flowering time: medium
- production: high
- stem weight: 80/50

ACQUA SUN BIRDS®

NEW 2016

- colour: blue
- spike length: very large
- length: 95/75
- flowering time: medium-late
- production: moderate
- stem weight: 80/50
**STEEL SUN BIRDS®**  
**NEW 2017**

colour: blue  
spike length: large  
length: 90/70  
flowering time: medium  
production: very high  
stem weight: 60/30

**LAGOON SUN BIRDS®**  
**NEW 2017**

colour: blue  
spike length: large  
length: 90/70  
flowering time: early  
production: high  
stem weight: 70/40

**GIANT BLUE BIRDS®**

colour: blue  
spike length: large  
length: 95/75  
flowering time: medium-late  
production: moderate  
stem weight: 80/50
NAVY SUN BIRDS®

colour: blue
spike length: large
length: 90/70
flowering time: medium
production: very high
stem weight: 70/40
PACIFIC SUN BIRDS®

NEW 2017

colour: blue
spike length: large
length: 90/70
flowering time: early
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 80/50

OCEAN SUN BIRDS®

colour: blue
spike length: very large
length: 100/80
flowering time: medium-late
production: moderate
stem weight: 90/60
DONAU BIRDS®

colour: lavender blue
spike length: large
length: 95/75
flowering time: medium
production: high
stem weight: 70/40
DOLCE SUN BIRDS®

- Colour: lavender pink
- Spike length: large
- Length: 95/75
- Flowering time: medium
- Production: high
- Stem weight: 70/40

ROSSI SUN BIRDS®

- Colour: lavender pink
- Spike length: large
- Length: 95/75
- Flowering time: early
- Production: very high
- Stem weight: 60/30
CALDO SUN BIRDS®
NEW 2016

colour: hot pink
spike length: large
length: 90/70
flowering time: medium
production: high
stem weight: 70/40
**IBIS SUN BIRDS®**

**NEW 2017**

- Colour: hot pink
- Spike length: large
- Length: 90/70
- Flowering time: medium
- Production: high
- Stem weight: 60/30

---

**ROSA SUN BIRDS®**

- Colour: hot pink
- Spike length: large
- Length: 95/75
- Flowering time: medium-late
- Production: moderate-high
- Stem weight: 70/40
colour: pink
spike length: very large
length: 95/75
flowering time: medium
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 80/50
**ATLANTA SUN BIRDS®**

NEW 2016

colour: light pink
spike length: very large
length: 95/75
flowering time: medium-late
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 80/50

**RHINE BIRDS®**

colour: violet pink
spike length: large
length: 95/75
flowering time: medium-late
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 80/50

**LILAC SUN BIRDS®**

colour: lilac
spike length: large
length: 100/80
flowering time: medium-late
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 80/50
SiLVERY SUrN BIRDS®

colour: white
spike length: very large
length: 100/80
flowering time: medium-late
production: moderate
stem weight: 80/50
BLANCO SUN BIRDS®
NEW 2017

- colour: white
- spike length: large
- length: 90/70
- flowering time: medium
- production: moderate
- stem weight: 80/50

POLAR SUN BIRDS®
NEW 2017

- colour: white
- spike length: large
- length: 95/75
- flowering time: medium
- production: moderate
- stem weight: 70/40

SNOW BIRDS®

- colour: white
- spike length: large
- length: 95/75
- flowering time: medium-late
- production: high
- stem weight: 60/30
YELLOW SUN BIRDS®

colour: yellow
spike length: very large
length: 95/75
flowering time: early
production: moderate-high
stem weight: 70/40
There are over 200 different species of Limonium, found all over the world. A few are developed into commercial crops and Limonium sinensis is one of them.

Limonium sinensis is an ideal bouquet filler with their slender branching habit and delicate flowers. Royal Van Zanten offers you the China serie which is a heat tolerant Limonium sinensis. The China serie is available in four colours and also suitable for more than one flush.
CHINA RED®

colour: red
spike length: very large
height: 70-80
flowering time: 14-16
production: 20-24
stem weight: medium

CHINA SUMMER®

colour: yellow
spike length: large
length: 75-90
flowering time: 16-18
production: 16-20
stem weight: high

CHINA WHITE®

colour: white
spike length: large
length: 75-85
flowering time: 15-17
production: 18-22
stem weight: high
**China Flamengo®**
- Colour: Pink
- Spike length: Very large
- Height: 75-85
- Flowering time: 15-17
- Production: 18-22
- Stem weight: High

**Misty Blue®**
- Colour: Blue
- Spike length: Large
- Length: 100-130
- Flowering time: 16-18
- Production: 12-14
- Stem weight: Medium

**Misty White®**
- Colour: White
- Spike length: Large
- Length: 110-140
- Flowering time: 16-18
- Production: 12-14
- Stem weight: Medium
driven by passion